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ABSTRACT:It is an important issue to protect the crop by monitoring of pest insect. At farm level insect population
monitoring is consistently operated by repeated surveys adhesive traps by a human operator, disseminated through the
field, where insects trapped itremains stuck inside the box when attracted by the ultraviolet light. This is a laborious
and time-consuming activity, and it would be of great advantage for farmers to have a system performing this task
automatically. A system based on capturing image and distributed imaging device that is able to automatically acquire
and transmit images of the trapped insects to a remote host station. This paper proposes an autonomous monitoring
system based on a low-cost image sensor that it is able to capture and send images of the trap contents to a control
station. Ultraviolet light is attached to a square shaped yellow board where the insect get attached to it, according to the
time scheduled program in software which is inserted to raspberry pi the camera get captured automatically and sends
MMS to the scientist through GPRS server.
KEYWORD:Capturing images, trapped insect, transmitting images through MMS.
I.
INTRODUCTION
Agriculture is one of the most important sources for human sustenance on Earth. Not only does it provides the
much necessary food for human existence and consumption but also plays a major role in the economy of the country .
Millions of dollars are spent worldwide for the safety of crops, agricultural produce and good, healthy yield. It is a
matter of concern to safeguard crops from Bio-aggressors such as pests and insects, which otherwise lead to widespread
damage and loss of crops. In a country such as India, approximately 18% of crop yield is lost due to pest attacks every
year which is valued around 90,000 million rupees. Without gathering information about the insect dynamics it is
almost impossible to execute the appropriate pest control at the right time in the right place. Conventionally, manual
pest monitoring techniques, sticky traps, black light traps are being utilized for pest monitoring and detection in farms.
Manual pest monitoring techniques are time consuming and subjective to the availability of a human expert to detect
the same. Sticky traps and black light traps are less effective and also prone to cause harm to environmental friendly
insects. As a preventive measure farmers spray pesticides in bulk which are detrimental and hazardous to the
ecosystem. In order to address these disadvantages, several present day pest detection and control methodologies exists
which include image processing based pest identification. These two methodologies involve several complex image
processing algorithms to achieve the same and are limited to a field environment. An average of pests accumulated on
the trap on a particular day gives us the density of pest population in the field. Remedial measures can be taken based
on the density. Integrated pest management relies on the accuracy of pest insects monitoring techniques.
II.
LITERATURE REVIEW
In this literature section we will discuss some methods which previously used for early pest detection of crops in
agriculture field and in greenhouse along with their advantages and disadvantages. The method are explained below
with their features and drawbacks.
2.1Method of detecting pest using Static images.
The method of using static images is published by Sabine Moisan, Paul Boissard. In this method the image capturing is
down with the scanner, the next processing is image processing it gives very good result but the main disadvantage is to
use scanner for image acquisition also it takes hours for generating the results. When we capture the image there may
be capability that the pest may fly away or there may be a chance of blurring of the image. In this method there is
possibility of improper false result.
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2.2 Method of catching pest using sticky traps.
The method of using sticky traps is published by Olivier Nicolas, Bruno Paris, Sabine Moissan, and Vincent
Martin. In this method sticky traps are used to detect the pest, sticky material which is on the sticky traps attacks the
pest due to their the main disadvantage is that the development of the pest must be completed by the time it reaches the
sticky trap by the time all the crops would have affected and damaged.
2.3 Method of identifying the image of pest using image processing.
The method of using image processing is published by Murali Krishna, Jabert.G. In this method the population of
the building up pest to be decreased for that an automatic pest detecting algorithm using image processing techniques in
MATLAB has been proposed image acquisition device is used for acquire image of plantation at regular intervals. In
image processing they will already store some captured images of the pest and they will compare it to the newly
captured images to identify the pest . All the images will be in the blocks of black and grey. Later this images are then
subjected to pre-processing, transformation and clustering.
III.PRPPOSED METHOD
Method of this study, yellow sheet board have been chosen because the pests get attracted fast in this yellow board with
ultraviolet lights. Samples are collected by using a pan tilt wed camera with zoom and also can capture in low light in
field as show in figure.
Images can be captured according to time setting .Once the image is acquired the next step is to send those captured
images to the agriculture office through MMS with two servers such as FTP server (File Transfer Protocol Server) and
GPRS server (General Packet Radio Server)

Figure 1: Overview of the system
IV.METHODOLOGY
Every image processing system application always begins with image acquisition. This image are captured by
using two ultraviolet lights on both sides of a square board below this it is connected with a funnel shaped board
coloured yellow in which there is a small hole in middle of funnel where all the pest will fall in to pan tilt wed camera.
Biological effect of ultraviolet are greater than simple heating effects and many practical applications of
ultraviolet radiation derive from its interaction with organic molecules.Flying insects are attracted to bright yellow,
blue or white colour. This yellow square shaped board is placed throughout the growing area among the plants, attracts
pest. Raspberry pi kit is placed inside which is also called as a mini computer or second low power desktop.
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Figure 2: System Design
There is a pan tilt web camera placed inside which is connected to raspberry pi, according to the software program
using python coding in Linux the program will be loaded in raspberry pi with the help of a memory card, which will
capture images for every time slot and save those captured images in a file in raspberry pi folder.
4.1 Capturing to a file
Capturing an image to a file is a simple as specifying the name of the file as the output of whatever captured () method
required. If we are using a picamera the coding will be like with picamera.picamera() as camera:
The files will be saved in the directory, in directory under home, in home under a folder with a file name. If suppose the
folder name is picamera and the file name is timelapse then the codding will be like DIR=/home/picamera/timelapse.
Note that the file opened by picamera() will be flushed and closed so that when the capture method returns, the data
should be accessible to other processes.
4.2 Capturing resized images
Sometimes, particularly in scripts which will perform some sort of analysis or processing on images, you may wish to
capture smaller images than the current resolution of the camera. Although such resizing can be performed using
libraries like PIL or open CV, it is considerably more efficient to have the Pi’sGPU perform the resizing when
capturing the image.
This
can
be
done
with
the
resize
parameter
of
the
capture()
method,
time.sleep(2)
camera.capture(‘foo.jpg’,resize=(320,240)). This coding is used for resizing the captured images as smaller as it is or
bigger than it size. The resize parameter can also be specified when recorded videos with the start_recording() method.
4.3 Capturing in low light
Using similar tricks to those in capturing consistent images, the pi’s camera can capture images in low light conditions.
The primary objective is to set a high gain, and a long exposure time to allow the camera to gather as much light as
possible. The shutter speed attribute is constrained by the camera’s framerate so the first thing we need to do is set a
very slow framerate.
The following script captures an image with a 6 second exposure time. The coding format is
camera.framerate=Fraction(1,6),
camera.shutter_speed=6000000,camera.exposure_mode=’off’,camera.capture(‘dark.jpg’) in anything other than dark
condition, the image produced by this script will most likely be completely white or at least heavily over-exposed.
V. CONCLUSION
Capturing the image of the pest and processing those images for more information would help the farmer in the farmer
in the field of agriculture. First objective is to detect flies, aphids, on agricultural crops. Here a novel approach is
proposed for early detection of pest. To detect objects by using pan tilted web camera with zoom and ultraviolet lights
and raspberry pi kit with wifi connection. So without disturbing or killing the pest the user can able to take the image. It
illustrates the collaboration of complementary disciplines and techniques, which led to an automated, robust and
versatile system.
The prototype system proved reliable for rapid detection of pest. It is rather simple to use and exhibits the same
performance level as a classical manual approach. Further research is still needed to improve the robustness of the
measurement, to obtain more specific information further have to send MMS to the receiver using GPRS server the
captured images is transferred to the host station.
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